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CLAIM~ 

.l.. · Antenna characterised . in that it includes at 

least one multilevel structure which is a set of polyg~Hal 

s or polyhedral elements of the same type (sume number of 

s i.des en· faces) although not necessarily of the same l'lize, 

e:J ect:t:·oma_gne·tically coupl~d to each other s(i that: the area 

oi co:1t;;1ct between elements does not cover a major part of 

the perimeLer or area at lGast in 111oet of the polygons cir 

10 po1yhedions, so that the area of· contact between elements 

i!;; under 50% of th~ perimeter or area in at leasL 75% of 

the polygons or polyhedrons, thereby · allowing to 

geometrically c::Hatingui~h ~n the ' multi'level structure the 

'majo-i:·i.ty of the polygons or polyhedrons which form it. 

15 

.?.O 

25 

2. - Multi level ant'enna, as claimed · in. claim 1, 

charar. 1. erised in that the muJ tilevel s·tructure .is fo:rrned 

o:;xclusively be triangles . 

.3. - Multilevel antennil,_ as claimed in claim l, 

d1arac::terised in that the multilevel structure is fortned 

<:xclusively by p9lygons of a single type, such as · four 

side d polygons·, pentagons, hexagons, h~ptagons, ' octagons, 

decilgons, dodecag<?ns, r.i.rcles or ellipses among others. 

4 : - Mult.ilevel antenm;t, as cla i mect in claim l, 

c.ha1:ctcteri!3ed in that said multilevel structure is formed 

exclu~Lvely by polyhedrons, cyltnders or cones . 

5. · Multilevel antenna, as claimed ·-in above. cJ.aimD, 
. . 

. ch;:u.·acterised in t .hat . the . multi level structure i.s mounted 

p~rpondicular 

configurat.ion. 

to 
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6.- Multilevel antenna, as claimed in claims 1 to . 4. 

c:haracteri:sed in. that the multilevel ::iL::ucture is mounted 

parallel to the earth plane in a patch or microstrip 

~ncenna configuration. 

7 - Multilc:::vel antenna, as clai'med in claims S and 6, 

charucter.-i sP.d ' in that in <:1.nt.em-iae with a patch 

configuration the mult:i 1 ~vel element is out:! of the 

r.:i.di..::tting elements of a planar microst.r ·ip or patch 

:!.O · ::;t.J:1.ic-:ture with parasite patches at several levels . 

'.--. ·' 

8. - Multilevel ant~nna, · as claimed in claims 1 to 4, 

c~a~acterised in tha~ ~he 'multilevel strucLuce forms: both 

a.cnu:; of a d:i pole configuration anr.P.nna, part of th~ 

antenna in o. coplanar configuration, at least one of t:'h€ 

.l~ct::s in a pyramidal horn. 

9. - Mul r. i level antenna, as 1.;laimed in claims 1 to 4, 

charac::r.erised in that the m\llt:ilevel structurt:! u1.· its 

2 O perimeter form the cross section of a conical or pyramidal 

horn type antenna. 

HI.- Multilevel antenna, as claimed in claims 1 to 4, 

characterised in that. t:hP. perimeter a~ the multilevel 

2.5 :,;t:r'LlCture determines the shape of at.::. J e.;Hit: one loop in a 

~piral type antenna. 

1.1 . - Multilevel anLenna, as claimed in claims l to 4, 

che1.!:acterised in that it may be parL of an. array of 

?. 0 ar!ten."1.ae. 

1.2. - Multilevel antenn.=1, Mi:: clai med in clailns 1 to 4, 

<.:h;;;tr<:-Jt.:Lerised :i.n that the multilevel structu:r.e is 

~onstructed from a conduct ing, superconducting or 

3 5 dielectric material, or a combinaL'.l.on thereof. 
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l~.- Multilevel antenna, a~ claimed in claim 12, 

ch21ructerised in that the multilevel structure confo:r:rn:;; 

r.he geometry of the 1;:1pac.:es made ' in a metallic, 

5 uupcrconducting or dielectric struct:ure. 

14.- Multilev el antenna, ae: claj_med .in cl;:iims 1 to 4, 

r:l1,3ract.eriDed in that the antenna has a multiband 

behaviour, that :ls, its level of impedance and radiation 

10 d i.d.~ram are similar in several frequency banns, so t .hat 
" the Clntenna ma 1nr..a1 ns basically the same radioelectric 

operativil:y and tunctionality in said bands. 

15.- Multilevel antenna, as claimed in claims l to~. 

15 characterised in that:. Lht:! antenna has a small size 

compared to a circular, square or triangu1~r a:nt.~nna whose 

perimeter can be circumscribed in the multilevel structure 

a!1d which operates in the same frequency (same frequency 

20 

/. 5 

1>i resonance) . 

16. Mult.ilevel antenna, as claimed tn r.laj.m .IA, 

charnc:r:Ari Red . in t.hat. the multiband behavior allows it to 

vpe:nltO simultaneously in 'several .frequencies and . thereby 

to hP- ~hared by sevcru.l communication services or systems. 

17.- MulL.i.level 

characterised in that 

mobile telephony, 

anteillla, as claimed in claim 14, 

it. is applied for base stations of 

in communications terminals 

(transmitters or r e ceivers), in vehicle!:l, communicv.tions 

30 s~tcllites or in radar systems . 

18. Multilevel antenna, as claimed in claims 1 ~o 4, 

charact~rised in tha\. the multilevel structure in those 

cases where it radiates inefficiently can be used as -?t 

35 multiband or miniature resonator . 
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·i 9. - Multilevel antenna, as claimed :in claims l to 4, 

characterised j n that the antenna incorporates, in 

addil..ion to th~ multilevel element, an interconnection 

~ circult which links the structure. to the input/outp\.lt 

~ouuer.:~tor and which may be used to 'incorporat.e adaptation 

n<~L\vorks for impedances, :filters or diplexers. 

20. - Multilevel ant.enna, as claimed in claims l to 4, 

lO characterised in that the multilevel structure l:::; loaded 

wi.Lh capacitive or inductive elements to ch.:mge its size, 

resontl.nce frequency, radiation diagrams or impedance. 

:n. - Multilevel antenna, as claimed in claims l to 1, 

1::; charncter.·ised several multilevel structures of the same 

type (same characteristic polygon or- polyhedron, ~:ame 

number, arrangement and coupling . between eJ Amentl?) 

~r:fen~ed t:O as first level structures I may grouped in 

highe:r order Rt:ructures iu a manner similar to that of t::he 

2 O polygonal or polyhedra 1 elements whlch form the first 

level multilevel structure . 
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